
Technical characteristics NedZink NOVA COMPOSITE:

standard dimensions 3200 x 1000 mm

standard panel strength 4 mm

panel composition on top and at the bottom :   2 x 0.5 mm NedZink NOVA

core :   3 mm Polyethylene - low density (LDPE)

tolerances thickness :   -0 / +0.4 mm

width :   + / -2.0 mm

length :   -0 / +4.0 mm

diagonal :   max 3.0 mm

Product description
NedZink’s NOVA COMPOSITE gives the qualities of zinc an extra dimension. Its many talents lend themselves to new ideas in 
façades, roofs and interiors. With a layer of polyethylene between two layers of zinc, NOVA COMPOSITE can be easily processed 
with standard tools, routed into cassettes or simply screwed or riveted into position. Self-coloured, rigid and extremely stable – 
enabling untold applications of zinc.

NOVA COMPOSITE opens the way to new ideas, new forms, new structures, a new drive. The very special character of zinc 
captures the properties of a new and practical building material. NOVA COMPOSITE is ideal as a maintenance-free material that 
stands up to the elements superbly. The strength and stability of the panels are a major advantage. This, combined with the elegant 
appearance of the prepatinated zinc, produces a product of exceptional quality and appearance.

NedZink NOVA COMPOSITE can be applied to large façade coverings without any wave formation. Even panels of 1,000 x 6,000 mm 
can be applied. Rounded elements and forms are easily realized. Given the appearance and versatility of the product the 
opportunities for creative design are endless.

Thanks to this new development, NedZink has clearly expanded the possibilities of titanium zinc façade covering and offers 
architects, developers and craftsmen a product that is suitable for a wide range of different possibilities.

Numerous application possibilities with NedZink NOVA COMPOSITE

NedZink NOVA COMPOSITE

The following attachment 
methods are possible with 
this NOVA Composite:
- Adhering
- Clamping
- Mechanical screw fixed
- Hook-on system

Hook-on systemClampingAdhering Mechanical screw fixed
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NedZink trademarks
NedZink® NATUREL, NedZink® NOVA, NedZink® NOIR, NedZink® NATUREL Pro-Tec, NedZink® NOVA Pro-Tec, NedZink® NOIR Pro-Tec, NedZink® NOVA STRUCTURE, NedZink® NOVA COMPOSITE and NTZ®

Liability
This brochure was produced with the utmost care.  All information specified in this brochure is according to our current knowledge, and gives information about our products and their uses. It 
is not, however, intended as a guarantee for certain properties of the products or their suitability for an actual application. One can therefore derive no rights from the content of this brochure. 

Netherlands
NedZink B.V.
Postbus 2135, NL-6020 AC Budel
Hoofdstraat 1, NL-6024 AA Budel-Dorplein
Tel:  +31 (0)495-455700
Fax:  +31 (0)495-455790
www.nedzink.com | info@nedzink.com

Germany
NedZink GmbH
Im Lipperfeld 21
D-46047 Oberhausen
Tel:  +49 (0)208-85798-0
Fax:  +49 (0)208-85798-30
www.nedzink.de | info@nedzink.de

Belgium
NedZink n.v.
Avenue Jean Lenoir 14 
B-1348 Ottignies (Louvain-la-Neuve)
Tel:  +32 (0)10-452727
Fax:  +32 (0)10-453362
www.nedzink.be | info@nedzink.be

Transport and storage
NedZink products are packed and sent dry. The advice is to store titanium zinc dry and in a 
constant as possible temperature. This reduces the probability of condensation formation.

Surface
NedZink NOVA COMPOSITE is supplied with a foil on the surface to protect the surface during 
transport and assembly. This foil should be removed immediately and in one smooth motion 
after assembly at the construction site. Mechanical deformation of zinc below 7°C material 
temperature (and removal of the protective foil) is not allowed.

The products supplied when incorporated within any system, compliant with the suppliers 
guidelines for processing and installation, will remain water impervious and not perforate due 
to manufacturing defects.

For additional information about the product range and the processing of NedZink products, 
see our website www.nedzink.com.


